I RESPECT NATURE.

I leave no trace. I dispose of waste into designated bins or at a municipal collection point, including biodegradable and most importantly hazardous waste. I never leave or dispose of them in nature. I use fire in properly prepared fire pits or fire rings only. I put out and clear the area completely before departure. During wildfire alerts, I respect the ban on fire and don’t start it at all.

I use trails. I use trails to reduce my impact on nature and ensure my own safety. I drive designated roads and trails and in doing so, respect the restriction on driving in a natural environment and on private property.

I learn about nature and contribute to its conservation. I find out information on natural values and protected areas. I respect the set rules during my visits to nature. I only observe plants and animals, I don’t damage, disturb or take them from their natural environment. I collect plants, mushrooms and wild fruit only where this is permitted and as regulated. I conduct hunting and fishing according to the rules. I never enter into boxes reserves and no disturbance zones in the forests and protected areas. In particular, I do not access animal dens, bird nests, or protected areas of the sea. I do not release pets animals, birds nests, wildlife feeding tips, and protected areas of the sea. I do not release pets animals, and decorative stones or al- I do not move plants or animals from one place to another.

I respect animals of my presence by talking so that they can withdraw. I do not approach wild animals and do not feed them. I leave my dog under control. I do not cause unnecessary noise and respect the right to quietness in nature.

I visit nature for my benefit. I visit nature because it benefits my health and well-being. Visiting nature and recreation in it strengthen the body and the soul. I respect nature. I learn about nature and myself as well from nature.

I respect others.

I greet. I greet to other guests in nature. I greet to others I respect priority to those who need it more. In traffic and on multipurpose trails, pedestrians have priority before cyclists and motorists, as cyclists have priority before motorists. On the water, swimmers have priority before vessels, moving vessels avoid the stationary ones, and smaller vessels avoid larger ones.

I give priority to the weaker. On trails, I give priority to those weaker than myself in shelter. I give priority to those who need it more. In traffic and on multipurpose trails, pedestrians have priority before cyclists and motorists, as cyclists have priority before motorists. On the water, swimmers have priority before vessels, moving vessels avoid the stationary ones, and smaller vessels avoid larger ones.

I take care of safety. With my knowledge, information and awareness of circumstances, I help others according to my abilities, with due respect for my own safety. In case of an accident, I call 112 and follow the instructions.

I respect the local community.

I learn about and respect local customs. During my visit, I learn about local customs. I respect them and take them into account.

I learn about and use local names. The local landscape I visit is a result of the traditional land use reflected also in the names of places and areas. I contribute to the preservation of the naming and the understanding of the landscape by learning and using it.

I buy local. I support the local community by buying local products and using local services. This also contributes to preserving the landscape and nature.

I avoid work sites. I avoid the sites where farming and forestry operations are conducted. I learn about and respect the right of mine. Property of others is no right of mine.

I respect property.

I do not walk on farmland. I do not walk on meadows, fields, vineyards, orchards, and close to beehives.
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